
SIAMESE AND ALL BREEDS CAT CLUB 16/4/23 

JUDGES REPORT MS JANE E ALLEN 

Sincere thanks to Gloria, Carmel and the rest of the team for my invitation to judge at 

this very friendly show in Dublin. I had a lovely weekend and I thank them for their kind 

hospitality and the delicious gift of Guinness fudge! 

Claudia Wagner was my steward and we had a lovely day together, thankyou Claudia 

and I look forward to working with you again when we can. 

HIBERNIAN GRAND  CHAMPION (INVICTUS CLASS) MALE 

IA HIB GRCH&INT CH MOLLYCODDLE HEARTBREAKER EXO n 03 22 M 2/8/15 

How nice to see a mature exotic on the show bench! This level of award I did debate on 

long and hard and eventually decided to give it as he is a very nice example of the 

breed and had been let down by his owner in the grooming department. He had super 

large, round head with quite neat ears well set apart on his skull. Short nose with 

acceptable nostrils and leather. Fat cheeks with almost level bite and a firm chin. His 

body was of good weight, not totally cobby, but supported on short, well boned legs and 

strong paws. His coat was nicely patterned with distinct classic tabby markings, the 

white could have been cleaner and the stray white hairs removed.  

HIBERNIAN GRAND PREMIER (INVICTUS CLASS) MALE NEUTER 

IN  WAGNERS SUP HIBGRPR SILVERFERN FRENCH KISS MCO n 03 22 MN 22/3/18 

Super stylish neutered male with large, high set ears with correct distance between 

them. High cheeks of lovely width tapering to a strong square muzzle. In profile his nose 

was straight with a shallow concave curve at the bridge. Good strength of chin and level 

bite. Large, open expressive eyes with a slight oriental slant. Super long, rectangular 

body supported with well boned, medium length legs and strong round paws. His tail 

tapered slightly to the tip and balanced his body completely. So well groomed and the 

clarity of his classic pattern was very good and the white sparkled in contrast. A large, 

well fed lad who was sweet to handle and so very well turned out for the show.  

GRAND 1A CHAMPION 

GC  GARCIAS INT CH SYLVABOW BURLINGTON BERTIE PER n 21 33 M 29/12/21 

Generally a pleasing male with round head and skull. Well place ears that were quite 

neat and rounded at the tip. Smooth skull with a short nose, wide cheeks and a pleasing 

expression. Almost level bite and a firm chin. Round, pale blue eyes. His body was quite 

cobby, I would like a little more weight but do accept it’s a difficult time of the year for 

these young males and I also think his coat, which lacked undercoat, was also a 



seasonal and hormonal thing too! His points showed good development of colour and 

pattern, his coat over his body was shaded at the tips but much paler at the roots. 

Generally lacking a bit of undercoat but he was well groomed and good to handle. 

TABBY COLOURPOINT PERSIAN ADULT 

BOB to INT CH SYLVABOW BURLINGTON BERTIE 

EXOTIC SH TABBY OR TABBY AND WHITE ADULT 

BOB to GRCH&INT CH MOLLYCODDLE HEARTBREAKER 

CHINCHILLA/BLUE CHINCHILLA/SHADED SILVER/BLUE SHADED KITTEN 

1 BOB WAITES IRESYMPE WILLOW EMERALD-ANGEL PER ns 11 64 5/8/22 

Sweet young lady with the most appealing expression. Round head with good spacing 

between her ears that hopefully will neaten further as she develops. Short nose with 

good brick nose leather and well outlined. Her bite was as undershot as I would accept 

so do hope it does not go further as she matures. Quite a good depth of chin. I loved her 

eyes that were large, open and so expressive. The colour still developing from the 

centre looks to be a lovely blue/green tone. Cobby frame that was not overly large but 

with good weight. Short, nicely boned legs and round paws. Her coat was evenly 

shaded and she was shown very well. Endearing nature! 

TORTOISESHELL PERSIAN KITTEN 

1 B0B CAUGHEYS HINCHKITZ CINNAMON NSPYCE PER f F 3/9/22 

Sweet baby with lovely overall balance! Round typy head with well set ears that with 

time will drop further. Short nose with full nostrils and nicely developed leather. Full 

cheeks, level bite and firm chin. Her eyes were changing colour and of quite a good size 

but currently overshadowed by the colours in her head and face. Given time I think they 

will be a good tone of deep orange and they will look more dominant among her lovely 

coloured face! Cobby and stocky frame supported on short, well boned legs and round 

paws. Tail short and balanced her body nicely. Her coat showed black and tones of red 

but currently in the kitten mode so the density of tone of both black and red is still to 

develop. Well shown and a sweet baby to handle too.  

SECTION 3 HIBERNIAN GRAND CHAMPION  

HGC DEALEYS SUP INT GRCH ALIMURS BOOMER BSH c M 10/6/17 

I judged this male last month in Belfast and he looked so much better this time! Round 

head with well placed quite small ears. Short and broad nose with quite a good fullness 

to his cheeks. Level bite and a reasonable depth of chin to balance. His eyes were large, 

round and although a paler tone of orange they were sound and with a lovely 



expression. His body was strong with broad shoulders and rump supported on well 

boned limbs and strong paws. His tail balanced his body and tapered slightly to the tip. 

His coat was much better texture this time and generally quite an even shade of warm 

lilac. Well shown and good to handle. 

RES HGC KISIELIENES GRCH GARFILD OF GERULIS*LT BSH b M 25/5/17 

Although similar in age to Boomer, Garfild looked a less mature boy by comparison. His 

head was round but his ears were closer set and rather obvious . Short nose 

surrounded by quite full cheeks and strong jowls. His bite was level but I would have 

liked his chin a little stronger for facial balance. His body was proportionate but overall I 

would have liked him heavier in both weight and bone. His legs were short and round 

paws. His coat was a little soft in texture and a warm tone of chocolate he was rather 

unsound at the roots. He was well groomed and a real gentleman to handle. 

GRAND 3A CHAMPION 

GC  KISIELIENES CH JUST ENJOY NAVAHOO BSH a M 26/11/20 

Nicely balanced head with well set ears nicely placed in the contours of his head. Short, 

broad nose with wide cheeks. Level bite and quite a good depth of chin. Round eyes of 

excellent deep orange colour and with excellent expression. Quite a heavy frame, I felt 

he was a little lighter on his flanks possibly he has been busy entertaining the girls. He 

has short well boned legs and strong paws. His coat was a mid shade of blue with a little 

silvering at the tips. Dense and crisp in texture and he was very well shown and good to 

handle. 

BRITISH CHOCOLATE ADULT 

BOB to GRCH GARFILD OF GERULIS*LT 

BRITISH BLACK ADULT 

1 CC BOB HILLS PAWSOME BLACK STEEL BSH n M 20/5/19 

Another I had the pleasure of judging in March! Stunning boy with super balance to his 

head in every respect. Large, heavy body supported on well boned short legs and 

strong paws. Short, dense and crisp coat that was virtually sound to the roots. Well 

shown but he was just not as settled and laid back today.  

2  KIRNAJA FURRYBLISSLOVE PANTHER ALFIE BSH n M 19/5/22 

A much younger boy looking very much the teenager by comparison. He has a lot of 

filling out still to do, His ears were rather high set and needs to fill out further on the 

cheeks. Quite a short, broad nose with level bite but rather a shallow chin. His eyes 

were round but pale orange in colour. His body was of quite a good weight but a little 



long and high on the leg. His coat was thick and dense and quite a good tone of black. 

In all I just think he needs more time to develop and fill out. Sweet to handle. 

BRITISH LILAC ADULT MALE 

1 CC KEHOES OSCAR SAMANTE-BOHEMIA BSH c M 17/4/22 

Sweet young boy with a round head. Well set quite small ears. Short, broad nose with 

good width to his upper face, just needing a little more fullness to fill out around his jaw 

line. Level bite and quite a good depth of chin. His body was very well filled with broad 

shoulders and rump. Short, well boned legs and strong round paws. His tail balanced his 

body with a rounded tip. His coat was thick and dense and a very promising tone of 

warm lilac. Good to handle. 

BRITISH LILAC ADULT FEMALE  

1 CC  HILLS ASTRALCHARM PLATINUM PASSION BSH c F 16/5/22 

Young lady who I also met last month! Well balanced facially with neat ears well set into 

the contours of her skull. Short, broad nose with good break. Her bite was level and 

broad. Good depth of chin to balance. Well balanced frame with super weight. I liked her 

balance very much. Short, well boned legs and round paws. Her coat was very short 

and dense with crisp texture. I also liked her colouring, a delicate warm tone of lilac. She 

was well shown and sweet to handle.  

2 KEHOES IRENOVBR LUNA BSH c F 9.3.21  

Although an older girl – she does not have the fullness of face of Passion currently! 

Quite a good width to her top of head but her ears were a little larger and she had a 

tendency to flatten them. Short, broad nose but needing a little more width to her 

cheeks to fully balance her look. Level bite with adequate depth of chin. Her body was 

quite compact and of good weight. Her coat was lacking density and undercoat, but the 

colour was a pleasing pale tone of lilac.  

BOB to SUP INT GRCH ALIMURS BOOMER 

BRITISH BLUE ADULT MALE 

1 CC HILLS GOTHAM PAY PER VIEW BSH a M 8/7/21 

A very pleasing boy with lovely round head, broad and wide with really neat ears 

rounded at the tips and nicely set onto his skull. Short, broad nose with a good break 

surrounded by fat cheeks, level bite and good depth of chin. His eyes were large, round 

and a good orange tone with a super expression. He has a super body, large and heavy 

with broad shoulders and rump. His legs were short and well boned with strong round 

paws. Nicely balanced tail with rounded tips. His coat was dense and short, crisp in 



texture and a medium blue in tone and generally evenly toned. Good to handle and 

nicely presented. 

2 KEHOES ELON VON SHMIDT BSH a M 24/2/21 

A smaller male overall. Round head with good width between medium sized ears. Short, 

broad nose with good break. Level bite with a slightly shallow chin. I would prefer wider 

cheeks for full facial balance. Although smaller in frame, quite compact in stance with 

short, well boned legs and round paws. His coat was excellent in texture and colour and 

he was well shown. 

3 KIRNAJA TEDDYBRITS FRANKLIN BSH a M 15/4/20 

Well grown, strong lad. Round head with strong jowls that rather detracted from the 

facial balance. Large round eyes with good strong colour. Short, broad nose with decent 

break, level bite and firm chin. Large body with well boned legs and strong paws. His 

coat was thick and dense and mid blue in tone.  

BRITISH BLUE ADULT FEMALE 

1 CC w/h KIRNAJA FURRYBLISSLOVE ARLUSHA BSH a F 10/5/22 

Sorry to withhold on this young lady but she is rather Immature for a certificate as yet. 

Round head with rather higher set ears as yet, hopefully these will drop as she matures 

further. Short nose with fully formed leather and good break. Cheeks still need to fill out 

further. Level bite and a decent balance of chin. Her body was a little longer than I would 

like but she has plenty of time to mature further. Her coat was a pleasing tone of blue 

with a little silvering to the tips but currently rather soft in texture. 

2 KISIELIENES POLLY OF HARMONY GARDENS BSH a F 17/5/22 

Small and still very much the baby in the class! Currently her head is rather small to 

balance her frame. Her head needs to broaden further to bring her ears into balance. 

Quite a short nose with good breadth. Cheeks still need to fill out further. Level bite and 

a little bit shallow on the chin. Small body which was a little long, her legs were quite 

well boned. Her coat was a little soft and with considerable silvering.  

3 NAKULAS SK IRESYMBR EVELYN BSH a F 17/12/21 

This little lady needed more width to her lower face and currently appeared rather 

triangular in shape. Her ears were upright and pointed. Her eyes were large but sadly 

rather pale in colour. Quite a compact body with medium legs and round paws. Her tail 

balanced her body. Her coat was rather dark and coarse and lacks undercoat currently. 

I do hope with new coat and more time she will come together more. 

BOB to CH JUST ENJOY NAVAHOO 



BRITISH BLACK/CHOCOLATE/CINNAMON TORTIE ADULT 

1 CC BOB STEELES LUXDON MARVEL BSH h F 6/6/22 

Sweet young lady, not overly large but well balanced. She had a lovely round head with 

well set, neat ears with rounded tips. Short nose with good break and nice width. Full 

cheeks, level bite and good depth of chin. Thick neck and broad shoulders and rump. 

Her tail balanced her body nicely and rounded at the tip. Her coat was short, dense and 

quite crisp. The colour was a lovely warm tone of chocolate with shades of red. Well 

shown and sweet to handle. 

BRITISH BI-COLOUR ADULT MALE 

1 CC POWERS EMPORIO VON FEUERBLUME BSH e 03 M 15/3/22 

Large, well grown young man! Still with some maturing still to do but with such a sweet 

expression! Wide top of head with well set ears. Short nose and broad with a good 

break. His cheeks were broad but he still needs to broaden further around the jaw line. 

Thick neck with broad shoulders and rump, his body was a little long and high on the leg 

but this hopefully will shorten up as he matures. His tail balanced his body with a good 

rounding at the tip. His coat was quite short, dense and crisp with just about enough 

white to conform to the standard and a pale even tone of cream. Well shown and a really 

gentle boy to handle. 

BRITISH BI-COLOUR ADULT FEMALE 

1 CC BOB WANGS NICEDAY ANNA  BSH n 03 F 7/6/22 

Young black and white girl who I gave the BOB to as she was overall better balanced 

facially on the day. Round head with quite small and well set ears, rounded at the tips. 

Quite bold, nicely coloured eyes. Her nose was short and broad with good break. Full 

cheeks with a level bite and firm chin. Developing body but in proportion with short legs 

and round paws. Her tail balanced her frame nicely. Short, dense and quite crisp coat 

that was around 1/3 white contrasting nicely against the dense black. She was well 

shown and as I said on the day she had better overall balance. 

BRITISH COLOURPOINTED (INC CINNAMON/FAWN) ADULT 

1 CC w/h DAGGERS JASPER ROMEO BSH b 21 33 M 5/6/20 

Sorry to withhold on this boy but there were various little things that just all mounted up 

to cause me to withhold. He has a round head with well placed ears. Short broad nose 

with full cheeks a level bite but a slightly shallow chin. His eyes were round but a very 

pale almost gray blue. He had a good body size and weight but his coat was very thick 

and claggy and very shaded on his body. Overall needing more show preparation. 

 



BRITISH GOLDEN TIPPED ADULT 

1 CC BOB  KIRNAJAS FLASH’S THOMAS BSH ny 12 M 16/3/21 

Glorious boy! Broad, round head with neat, small well set ears. His nose was short and 

broad with good break surrounded by full fat cheeks. Level bite and a firm chin. His eyes 

were large and so expressive and a lovely tone of green. Short, thick neck with a lovely 

compact and weighty body. Broad shoulders, chest and rump carried on short, well 

boned legs. His coat was dense, thick and crisp and the most lovely warm tone with 

even tipping. Well shown and a real treat to handle. 

BRITISH LONGHAIR ADULT MALE 

1 CC No name or details in catalogue BLH ny 12 M 28/5/22 

Attractive boy with very nicely balanced head type. Round head with well set quite neat 

ears. Super expressive eyes of lovely green tone – large and well opened and with 

super eye liner too. Short broad nose with brick red leather. Fat cheeks with level bite 

and a firm chin. Compact and well filled body with strong, short legs and round paws. 

Tail well furnished and balances his body nicely. His coat was a lovely tone and warm at 

the roots but I did feel that it was rather long to comply with the standard. However he 

was very nicely groomed and showed himself very well. 

BRITISH LONGHAIR ADULT FEMALE 

1 CC BOB HILLS ASTRALCHARM PINKY PROMISE BLH c 03 F 01/4/22 

Another of my exhibits from the north! Sweet young lady with much promise. Round 

head with neat, quite small ears nicely set and harmonious in the roundness of her skull. 

Short nose, broad and with a good break. Fat cheeks surrounding it and with a level bite 

and acceptable depth of chin. Her eyes were a good orange tone, large and expressive. 

Cobby and well filled frame with good short legs and round paws. Her tail was well 

furnished in proportionate to her body. Her coat was the correct semi long length and 

nicely coloured with warm lilac tone against the sparkling white, all coloured in 

accordance with the SOP. Well shown and gained the BOB on the preferable length of 

coat. 

BRITISH BLACK KITTEN  

1 BOB KIRNAJA FURRYBLISSLOVE ARIA BSH n F 7/1/23 

Bonnie little girl with a promising top of head with ears of good size and well set. Short 

nose, cheeks developing. Bite level and quite a firm chin. Her eyes were rather a muddy 

tone and needing to change colour however they were quite a good size. Her body was 

compact and of good weight. Well boned limbs and medium tail was proportionate to 

her body. Promising coat texture and nicely shown. A confident happy baby. 



 

BRITISH CINNAMON/FAWN KITTEN MALE 

1 KIRNAJA FURRYBLISSLOVE ANTON BSH o M 7/1/23 

Litter mate to Aria and very similar in many ways. His top of head was quite broad with 

his ears a little upright but am sure they will widen in set as he matures. Shortish nose 

with cheeks still to fully fill out. Level bite and adequate chin depth. His eyes were of a 

good size colour as yet difficult to fully assess as they were changing and not settled yet. 

His body and frame were large and well filled! Tail in proportion to the body and 

supported on strong little legs and round paws. Promising coat both for colour and 

texture. Sweet chap oozing in confidence! 

BRITISH CINNAMON/FAWN KITTEN FEMALE 

1 BOB KIRNAJAS FURRYBLISSLOVE ASOL BSH 0 F 7/1/23 

Third litter mate and I chose to give her the BOB as her head type was marginally 

rounder and fuller and with a slightly larger eye. Other than that she was so very similar 

to Anton and again full of life and so interested in all that was going on around her. 

BRITISH BLUE KITTEN – all girls! 

1 BOB KEHOES FEDERICA OF LAST HOPE BSH a F 4/9/22 

Very stylish young lady with lovely top of head and well placed quite small ears. Short, 

broad nose with nice fullness to her cheeks and muzzle. Level bite and good depth of 

chin. Excellent body – compact and good weight. Strong legs and paws. Her tail 

balancing her body well. Thick and dense coat texture with a degree of crispness to the 

touch,  just a little silvering to the tips of otherwise mid blue coat. Well shown. 

2 SLABODICAS IRESYMBR ACE BSH a FN 11/9/22 

This young lady also had some lovely attributes, for me her head although round and 

with good balance was just not quite as broad as the winner. But apart from that there 

was very little between them. Ace also has lovely body and frame with a super coat 

texture and colour. Well shown and handled well too. 

3 SLABODICAS IRESYMBR ABBY BSH a F 11/9/22 

Abby was a little longer in the frame and not as compact as the other two but in this 

kitten phase they go through several changes so this may be a temporary feature for her 

as she develops! Her head was also quite round, for me her ears were a little upright 

and pointed rather than rounded at the tips. Her eyes were large, round and an 

excellent colour. Short nose with level bite and quite a decent depth of chin. Her coat 



was dense and thick but a slightly darker shade of blue than the other two. Another 

confident girl who showed very well. 

BRITISH BLUE-CREAM/LILAC TORTIE/FAWN TORTIE KITTEN 

1 BOB O’NEILLS ACCLAIM ZELDA BSH g F 17/11/22 

Very sweet little girl with a promising head nicely rounded with well set small ears. 

Short, broad nose with good break and surrounded by full cheeks, level bite and a good 

depth of chin. Her eyes were large and a promising deep tone. Pleasing body for both 

shape and weight and her coat was thick and dense with super mingling to her pale blue 

and cream. Well shown. 

BRITISH BLACK SILVER SPOTTED KITTEN 

1 BOB  WRENS KERNMERE SHINGSTAR BSH ns 24 F 14/10/22 

This little girl was rather nervous by all the goings on around her! A lovely girl with super 

round head and well set ears. Her nose was quite short and with a good break. Cheeks 

developing well and her bite was level and a good depth of chin. Large, round hazel 

coloured eyes with super expression. Lovely weight and a compact body supported on 

well boned legs and strong paws. I loved the clarity of her silver ground colour and clear 

black spots. Super condition and so well shown. 

BRITISH COLOURPOINTED (INC CINNAMON/FAWN) KITTEN 

1 BOB KIRNAJA FURRYBLISSLOVE AGLAYA BSH c 33 F 4/12/22 

Confident little lass! Promising head type with quite small ears nicely set on her skull. 

Short, broad nose with good breadth to her cheeks. Level bite and quite a good depth of 

chin. Her eyes were of good size with the colouring still developing from the centre. Her 

body was of good weight supported on well boned legs and paws. Her coat was thick 

and dense and her lilac points were showing promising development too. Well shown 

and enjoying her day out for sure! 

BRITISH LONGHAIR KITTEN MALE 

1 HEALYS FURRYBLISSLOVE ARAMIS BLH ny 25 M 1/12/22 

This was a very attractive baby in so many respects, he was so well balanced and with 

super head type. His eyes were of large and round but for me they were not really 

green, and his coat colouring was more of a brown tone than golden tipped. This may 

well be a developmental thing and he was so nice in every other respect. Well shown 

and a confident, happy little chap. 

BRITISH  LONGHAIR KITTEN FEMALE 

1 BOB KIRNAJAS FURRYBLISSLOVE ALISIA BLH ny 25 F 4/12/22 



I see that both these kittens were sired by the lovely Golden tipped boy Tomas. This 

little girl has the most appealing look with so much balance for her 4 months! Super 

round head with well spaced, small ears. Short, broad nose with great break and nicely 

outlined. Full fat cheeks with a level bite and good depth of chin. Her eyes were large 

and round and with a lovely sea green tone. Her body was compact and supported on 

well boned limbs. Her tail was well furnished and balanced her body well. I loved her 

coat for texture, length and colour she had a super warm apricot tone and even tipping. 

Very well shown and full of confidence. In all I thought she was a super girl with 

considerable promise. 

SECTION 3 HIBERNIAN GRAND PREMIER 

HGP INT GRPR ASTRALCHARM DEFINITELY MAYBE BSH e MN 14/7/18 

Very all together mature boy and still very much the same as when we last met! Round 

head with well placed ears with round tips. Short broad nose with good break 

surrounded by full fat cheeks. Level bite and a decent depth of chin to balance. His eyes 

were large and round with sound orange tone and with a lovely expression. Super body 

for weight and tone with wide shoulders and rump. Strong thick short neck. Short, well 

boned legs and strong, round paws. Tail in proportion to his body. I loved the pale 

cream tone of his coat and liked the thick, dense and crisp texture too! So lovely to 

handle and sweet nature. 

BRITISH CREAM NEUTER 

BOB to INT GRPR ASTRALCHARM DEFINITELY MAYBE 

ORIENTAL NON SELF (TABBY, BICOLOOUR, SMOKE, SHADED) ADULT 

WRONG COLOUR  KOSINSKAS SENSAY SAPHIE OSH f 03 21 33 F 22/4/22 

I was so very sorry to have to wrong colour this girl but she is most definitely a silver 

tortie tabby and white and needs to be re registered as such. She has the most beautiful 

type and deep blue eyes. Super body and tail length with a short, close lying coat. I 

would happily give her a CC and indeed probably higher certificates too – so I do hope 

that the re registration goes smoothly for her. 

SIAMESE SELF POINTED (SEAL, BLUE, CHOCOLATE, LILAC, CINNAMON 

1 CC BOB DOWD & CAHOONS NITERAP TRUMP CARD SIA c M 4/7/19 

Mature male with a nicely balanced medium wedge and large, wide at base ears set 

following the lines of his head. Almost straight profile with level bite and quite a firm 

chin. His eyes followed the lines of the wedge and were an acceptable blue tone. His 

body long and slender with long legs and oval paws. His tail tapered to the tip and 



balanced his body nicely. His coat was quite short and lay flat. The body tone was rather 

shaded and for me a colder shade of lilac. Well shown and sweet to handle 

End of report 

Jane E Allen         28th April 2023 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


